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0. Pre-requisites 
Create free user accounts for: 

- Amazon Developer Services (https://developer.amazon.com) 
- Amazon Web Services - AWS (https://aws.amazon.com) 

If this lab is done in sequence with other labs, the following pre-requisites should have been done in 
the “Getting Started” steps. If you have not gone through these steps please go back to the Getting 
Started lab guide and complete the download and setup of the IDE and SDK. 

- Download the latest MCUXpresso IDE for your platform (https://mcuxpresso.nxp.com) 
- Download the latest SDK for your platform (https://mcuxpresso.nxp.com) 

Note: Don’t forget to enable AWS component in the SDK. 
See “pre-requisites_aws_lpc55s69” document. 
Important note: Make sure the P4 jumper is set to 3.3V and J4 jumper for DFU is not in place. 

1. Objectives 
In this lab, you will learn how to: 

- Create an Alexa skill 
- Create an AWS-Lambda function  
- Create an AWS Thing with its credentials 
- Import an SDK to the MCUXpresso IDE 
- Load AWS Thing credentials and download your demo application 
- Control LED and update accelerometer data on LPC board using Alexa 
- Control LED and update accelerometer data on LPC board using an Android application 

2. Hardware  
- NXP LPC55S69-EVK, the LPCXPRESSO55S69 Evaluation Board. 
- Alexa Echo (optional, you can also use the Alexa test tool from Alexa Developer Console) 
- Android device 
- Micro-USB cable 
- Wireless Router with Internet access 

3. Lab high level description 
 

1. The user speaks to the Echo device to activate an Alexa skill 
2. The Alexa Skill triggers an AWS-Lambda function which sends a message to the AWS-IoT 
3. The NXP LPC55S69 is registered on the AWS-IoT and receives the message to perform the 

targeted action (turn on/off LED, read accelerometer) 
4. The NXP LPC55S69 sends a feedback message to the AWS-IoT platform 
5. AWS-Lambda retrieves the feedback message and sends it back to the Alexa platform. This 

makes the Echo device respond to user: "The LED is on/off!" or “The accelerometer data was 
updated”  

6. Instructions to enable demo functionality using Android applications and Alexa Echo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://developer.amazon.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/
https://mcuxpresso.nxp.com/
https://mcuxpresso.nxp.com/
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4. AWS Configuration (Lambda, Skill and Thing) 
This section will guide you to configure Amazon AWS services such as Lambda, IoT Core, Cognito and 
IAM), and Amazon Developer (Alexa Skill) to communicate between them. 

4.1 Create an AWS Lambda Function 
What is AWS Lambda? 
AWS Lambda is a compute service that lets you run code without provisioning or managing servers; 
it executes your code only when needed and scales automatically.  
 
The Lambda function will be linked to the Alexa Skill kit at one side and to AWS IoT at the other. 
Lambda functions allows us to receive inputs from Alexa and perform action over the AWS IoT 
network, and vice versa. We need to provide Lambda with an IAM key to allow accessibility to AWS 
IoT resources. 
Follow the steps below to create and configure the Lambda function. 
 
1. Enter the Amazon AWS management console (https://console.aws.amazon.com). 
2. Select the US East (N. Virginia) region on the top right (Alexa is available at this region).  

IoT Things need to be created in same region.  
3. Click on ‘Services -> Compute -> Lambda’ 

 

https://console.aws.amazon.com/
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4. Click on “Create function” 

 
5. Select the "Author from Scratch" option and edit the Name you wish to assign to the Lambda 

Function (for example ‘NXPLambdaFunction’).  
6. Select Python 3.6 in the "Runtime" drop-down menu.  
7. Open the "Execution Role" drop-down menu and select "Create a new role with basic Lambda 

permissions".  
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8. Identify the name of the execution role that will be created. 
9. Click on the “Create function” button. 
10. Verify the Lambda function was created. 
11. Click on the “Amazon CloudWatch Logs” icon and scroll down to the “Amazon CloudWatch Logs” 

section. 
12. Click on the “Manage these permissions” link. 
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Note: On the top right, you can see the ARN (Amazon Resource Number) of the Lambda Function 
that you've just created. That's the ARN that will allow us to link this function to the Alexa 
service: we'll get back to this later. 

 
This will take us to the IAM console, where we can assign the permissions to our 
NXPLambdaFunction role.  
 
13. Click on “Attach policies” button. 
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We will add a predefined policy to our Role that will allow our Lambda function to interact with the 
AWS IoT Core service.  
14. Type “awsiotfull” in the filter. 
15. Select the “AWSIoTFullAccess” policy. 
16. Click on the “Attach policy” button. 

 
17. Verify that your role has now two policies: the AWSLambdaBasicExecutionRole and the 

AWSIoTFullAccess policies. 
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You just created and configured the role to be assigned to the Lambda function.  
A Role is a set of policies that determine what the user or identity using that Role can/cannot do 
within AWS. (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_roles.html). 
 
18. Go back to your NXPLambdaFunction and verify that you now has “AWS IoT” resource available 

for your Lambda function. 

 
19. Scroll down and locate the editable function code window and erase the preconfigured code. 
20. Copy-paste the content of Alexa_RC_lambda_function.py code into code window. 
 
Note:  
Alexa_RC_lambda_function.py contains functions to interact between Alexa Voice Service and your 
Thing. Please take some minutes to analyze it and understand how the Lambda function receives and 
handles a request from Alexa, depending on the Indents and attributes that were received. 
Alexa_RC_lambda_function.py file is in the Lab folder. 
 
21. Click on "Save" at top right. 

 
Note: Notice in the python file that the NXP_module_name is the name of the Thing you will use 
on the your LPCxpresso55S69 project. In this lab, we will use “myNXPthing”. 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_roles.html
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22. Change the timeout settings of the lambda function: Scroll down and find the dedicated section, 
raise it up to 10 sec, that's enough to allow your lambda function to interact with the other cloud 
platforms without early stopping. Don’t forget to save. 

 
SUCCESS! You've just created and configured the AWS Lambda function. Now let’s create the skill for 
Alexa to interact with our Lambda function. 

4.2 Create an Alexa skill and link it to the AWS Lambda function 
What's a skill? It's a set of expressions and utterances which we want Alexa to be able to recognize. 
By setting a new skill we will be able to interact with Alexa and trigger our Lambda function by 
saying those specific expressions to our Echo device. 
1. Enter the Amazon Developer console (https://developer.amazon.com/)  

Note: Create an Amazon Developer account if you haven’t done it yet. 
2. Click on the Alexa tab 

https://developer.amazon.com/
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3. Click on Skill Builders 

 
4. Click on “Start a Skill” 
5. Click on “Create Skill” 
6. Set a name to your Skill, for example “myRemoteControlSkill”, select ‘English (US)’ language and 

Custom Model. Then, click “Create Skill” 
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7. Select to “Start from scratch” as a template and click on the choose button. 

 
 
8. Notice on the right, the Skill builder checklist that needs to be fulfilled for the Skill to be ready. 

You can watch the Alexa skills kit developer video to learn how you might do this step. We will 
use the provided script for this lab. 
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9. Click on the JSON Editor. 
10. Delete the default JSON data and copy-paste the content of Alexa_RC_json_skill.json file located 

in this lab folder.  
11. Click on Save Model. 
 
The JSON file is the translation of what you can manually add using the user-interface menu on the 
left. Notice that there is now are a LEDIntent and ACCELIntent on your Intent’s list, and the 
invocation name is set to “my board”. You can manually add or delete Intents for your application 
using the Graphical Interface or writing it on the JSON Editor.  
 
Navigate through your intents and identify the different Utterances your Alexa will be able to 
recognize to manipulate the LED and Accelerometer. 
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12. Click on Build Model. 
13. Select the “Endpoint” section and select the AWS Lambda ARN, then copy the Alexa Skill ID, it’s 

something like “amazn1.ask.skill[…]” 

 
 
14. Leaving the Skills tab opened to come back to in a minute. Open your NXP Lambda function 

(https://console.aws.amazon.com/lambda/home). 
15. Click on your Lambda function name to display the “Add triggers” section. 
16. On the “Add triggers” section, add an Alexa Skills Kit trigger 

https://console.aws.amazon.com/lambda/home
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17. Scroll down to “Configure triggers” and paste the Alexa Skill ID that you just copied from 

your Skill (step 13).  

 
18. Click on Add at the bottom right and then Save the NXPLambdaFunction 
19. Copy the ARN (Amazon Resource Name) of your Lambda function, it’s located on the top right of 

the Lambda function (Just click on the icon next to it). You will need this on the Skill. 

 
20. Back to your skill (https://developer.amazon.com), set the Endpoint of the Alexa service on the 
Default Region and paste the copied skill ID in the Default Region window.  

 

https://developer.amazon.com/
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21. Click on Save Endpoints. 
 
SUCCESS! We have just created and configured the Alexa Skill and the AWS Lambda function. 
Now let’s create the ‘Thing’ that your NXP board will use. 

 

4.3 Create an IoT thing, policy, private key and certificates for your device 
AWS IoT policies grant or deny access to AWS IoT resources such as things, thing shadows, and 
MQTT topics. We need to grant access to our Thing by attaching an AWS IoT policy to the certificate 
associate with our thing. 

1. Open the AWS IoT console website (https://console.aws.amazon.com/iot/home) 
2. In the left navigation pane, choose Secure, and then choose Policies.  

If you do not have any policies registered in your account, the “You don't have any policies yet” 
page is displayed. If you see this page, choose to Create a policy.  

 

https://console.aws.amazon.com/iot/home
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3. Type myIoTPolicy in the Name text box to identify your policy. In the Add statements section, 
click Advanced mode. Modify lines 5, 6, and 7 with the following content. If you receive an error 
fix your typing to make it exactly like this. 
    { 
      "Effect": "Allow", 
      "Action": "iot:*", 
      "Resource": "*" 
    } 

4. Choose Create 

 
5. In the left navigation pane, choose Manage, and then choose Things. If you do not have any IoT 

things registered in your account, the You don't have any things yet page is displayed. If you 
see this page, choose Register a thing. Otherwise, choose to Create. 
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6. On the Creating AWS IoT things page, choose to Create a single thing 

 

7. On the Add your device to the thing registry page, type myNXPthing in the name text box, then 
click Next. 

Note: This will be the name of our “thing”, this is the name we will use on the Lambda function. 
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8. On the ‘Add a certificate for your thing’ page, under One-click certificate creation, choose to 
Create certificate 

 

9. Download your private key and certificate by choosing the Download links for each. Choose 
Activate to switch on your certificate. Then click Attach a policy 
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10. Select the checkbox next to myIoTPolicy (that we created before) and choose Register Thing  

 

SUCCESS! Now, we have a Thing with its credentials. 

 

5. LPCxpresso55S69 configuration 
This section includes instructions to load and configure the AWS project that will be loaded to your 
LPCXpresso55S69. 

5.1 Import the MCUXpresso SDK 
1. Open the MCUXpresso IDE 10.3 
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2. Select "Installed SDKs" tab within the MCUXpresso IDE windows 

 
3. Open Windows Explorer, and drag and drop the previously downloaded 

“SDK_2.5.0_LPCXpresso55S69.zip” SDK file into the Installed SDKs view. 
4. Click OK to the confirmation window. 
5. The installed SDK will appear in the Installed SDKs tab. 

5.2 Import and configure the aws_remote_control_wifi SDK example project 
1. On the Quickstart Panel, select “Import SDK example(s) 
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2. Select the LPC55xx Target and then the LPCxpresso55s69 board and click on Next. 

 

3. Select the AWS Remote Control demo (aws_examples  aws_remote_control_wifi), select UART 
for the SDK Debug Console and click on Finish. You can type “aws_remote” in the search bar as 
shown below. 
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4. You should now see the project loaded into the workspace as shown below 

 

 

5. Configuring the wifi settings and aws ‘thing’ credentials.  
Locate the file …/amazon-freertos/include/aws_clientcredential.h and configure: 

• Broker endpoint –  
o Copy the Rest API endpoint URL from: 

AWS Console  IoT Core  Manage  Things   ‘myNXPthing’  Interact 
https://console.aws.amazon.com/iot/home?region=us-east-1  

 

https://console.aws.amazon.com/iot/home?region=us-east-1
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o Paste the AWS Rest API endpoint URL here, replacing everything between the 
quotation marks 

 

• Thing name – “myNXPthing” 

 

• Wi-Fi SSID – The name of your network 
• Wi-Fi Password – The password from your network 

 
It should look like this: 

 

6. Unzip the SDK file and locate the Certificate Configurator in the following path: 
…/SDK_2.5.0_LPCXpresso55S69 /rtos/amazon-
freertos/demos/common/devmode_key_provisioning/CertificateConfigurationTool/ 
CertificateConfigurator.html  
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Note: You can locate your SDK_2.5.0_LPCXpresso55S69.zip file by right-clicking on your Installed SDK item 
and click on “Open Location.” 

 

 
7. Open the CertificateConfigurator file; this will generate a "aws_clientcredential_keys.h" header 

file, based on the certificate files you previously downloaded. It’s located it at:  
<SDK>\rtos\amazon-freertos\demos\common\devmode_key_provisioning\CertificateConfigurationTool 

 

8. Browse to the Certificate and Key files you previously downloaded from your Thing 
(myNXPthing) and click on “Generate and save aws_clientcredential_keys.h” 
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Note: If no file is downloaded, allow blocked content in the explorer. 

 
9. Copy the newly generated “aws_clientcredential_keys.h” and replace the one from your 

aws_remote_control_wifi project. The file is located at:  
…/lpcxpresso55s69_aws_remote_control_wifi\amazon-freertos\include 

 

That’s it! Your thing is now ready to communicate with AWS through the IoT Core. 
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5.3 Pin configuration for the Silex Clickboard 
The current SDK targets the Silex 2401 shield as wifi module. In order to use the Silex 2401 
Clickboard, you must modify the pins used by the Clickboard on the Mikrobus connector.  
Follow the step-by-step instruction guide from the “ConfigurerSilex_Clickboard” document to 
perform this modification using the MCUXpresso Pin tool configurator.  

 
You can find the modified files in the lab folder in case you don’t want to go through these guide or if 
you want to confirm your implementation. 

5.4 Enable RGB LEDs if using Silex Clickboard 
The current SDK targets the Silex 2401 shield. This implementation requires the Blue and Green 
LEDs for communication between the LPC54S69 and the Shield. In this project we use the Silex 2401 
Clickboard, this module uses different pins for communication, allowing us to make use of all RGB 
LEDs in the board. We can enable them with the following instructions: 

1. Open ‘\source\main.c’ file 
2. Include supported LEDs in name and JSON arrays 

/* Array of LED names */ 
const char *ledName[] = {"LED RED", "LED GREEN", "LED BLUE"}; 
/* Array of LED colors in JSON */ 
char ledColors[] = "[\"red\", \"green\", \"blue\"]"; 
 

3. Initialize green and blue LEDs in BOARD_InitLEDs() function 
/* @Clickboard: Initialize Green & Blue LEDs */ 

    LED_GREEN_INIT(LOGIC_LED_OFF); 
    LED_BLUE_INIT(LOGIC_LED_OFF); 

4. Add LED green and blue to turnOnLed(uint8_t id) 

   /* @Clickboard: Turn on Green & Blue LEDs */ 
   if (id == 1) 
   { 
       LED_GREEN_ON(); 
   } 
   if (id == 2) 
   { 
       LED_BLUE_ON(); 
   } 

 
5. Add LED green and blue to turnOffLed(uint8_t id) 

/* @Clickboard: Turn off Green & Blue LEDs */ 
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   if (id == 1) 
   { 

   LED_GREEN_OFF(); 
   } 
   if (id == 2) 
   { 

   LED_BLUE_OFF(); 
   } 
 
That’s it, your project now supports all LEDS from the RGB LED. 

5.5 Compile and download the aws_remote_control_wifi project 
1. Select your project folder and click on Build. 

 

2. Wait until the project is built. 
3. Verify the build finished without any errors. 
4. Mount the SX-ULPAN-2401-Clickboard on the LPCXpresso55S69 
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5. Connect the Debug Link port from your LPCXpresso55S69 to your PC using a micro-USB cable. 

 

6. Program your LPCXpresso55S69 by clicking on “Debug” from the ‘Quickstart Panel.’ 
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7. Select your probe and click “OK” to start programming your board. 
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8. Wait until the program is successfully downloaded. 
9. Stop the debugging session  

 

10. Open the “Device Manager” on your Windows PC and identify the COM port of your board. 

 

11. Open a Terminal emulator software (TeraTerm, PuTTY) and connect to the COM port using the 
following settings:  

• 115200 baud rate 
• 8 data bits 
• No parity 
• One stop bit, 
• No flow control 

12. Press the reset button on your board. 
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13. Your Thing is ready and accessible through the NXP AWS Remote Control Android application 
and Alexa voice control. 

 

6. Alexa Echo configuration 
This section provides steps to enable your newly created skill in your Alexa environment. 

6.1 Configure Alexa Application to enable your new Skill 
1. Download the “Amazon Alexa app” from Google Play Store 
2. Open the Alexa App with your Amazon Developer credentials (https://alexa.amazon.com). 
3. Go to "Skills" from the left-side menu and click on "Your Skills" on the top right. 
4. Select "DEV SKILLS" and you should find the "myRemoteControlskill" skill that you created. 

 

https://alexa.amazon.com/
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7. Enable and configure Android application 
This section describes the procedure to enable your android application to communicate and control 
your AWS thing. 

7.1 Enable Android application to communicate with our Thing 
Cognito configuration will allow your Android application to communicate with your thing. Steps are 
also described in the project under ../doc/readme.txt. 
 

1. In the Amazon Cognito Console https://console.aws.amazon.com/cognito/  select "Manage 
Identity Pools" and "Create new identity pool".  

 

 

2. Ensure Enable access to unauthenticated identities is checked. This allows the sample 
application to assume the unauthenticated role associated with this identity pool. 

Note: to keep this example simple it makes use of unauthenticated users in the identity pool. This 
can be used for getting started and prototypes but unauthenticated users should typically only 
be given read-only permissions in production applications. 

https://console.aws.amazon.com/cognito/
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(verify the name of the Unauthenticated pool): 

 

3. As part of creating the identity pool, Cognito will setup two roles in Identity and Access 
Management (IAM) https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/home#roles. These will be named 
something similar to: "Cognito_PoolNameAuth_Role" and "Cognito_PoolNameUnauth_Role". We 
will use Unauthanticated role. 

https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/home#roles
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4. Select the Policies tab in the left list 

 
5. Create a policy to be attached into "Cognito_PoolNameUnauth_Role" through "Policies" menu, 

selecting "Create policy". 

 

6. Select the JSON tab,  

 
7. Delete the existing content and copy the example policy below into "Policy Document" JSON 

field and name it for example "<THING NAME>Policy". Replace <REGION>, <ACCOUNT ID> 
and <THING NAME> with your respective values (don’t forget to remove the < > symbols). 
This policy allows the application to get and update the shadow used in this sample.  
The note below shows you where to find the required values to put in here. 

{ 
    "Version": "2012-10-17", 
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    "Statement": [ 
        { 
            "Effect": "Allow", 
            "Action": [ 
                "iot:Connect" 
            ], 
            "Resource": [ 
                "*" 
            ] 
        }, 
        { 
            "Effect": "Allow", 
            "Action": [ 
                "iot:Publish" 
            ], 
            "Resource": [ 
                "arn:aws:iot:<REGION>:<ACCOUNT ID>:topic/$aws/things/<THING NAME>/shadow/update", 
                "arn:aws:iot:<REGION>:<ACCOUNT ID>:topic/$aws/things/<THING NAME>/shadow/get" 
            ] 
        }, 
        { 
            "Effect": "Allow", 
            "Action": [ 
                "iot:Subscribe", 
                "iot:Receive" 
            ], 
            "Resource": [ 
                "*" 
            ] 
        } 
    ] 
} 
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Note: You can locate these parameters under your Thing’s ARN 
(https://console.aws.amazon.com/iot/home). Select Manage from the left column and then click on 
‘myNXPthing’. 

 

 
8. Set a name to your new policy and click on Create policy.  

https://console.aws.amazon.com/iot/home
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9. Newly created policy now needs to be attached to the unauthenticated role which has 
permissions to access the required AWS IoT APIs: 

a. Open "Cognito_PoolNameUnauth_Role" under "Roles" menu.  
b. In the "Permissions" tab, select "Attach policies" to view list of all AWS policies.  
c. Type in the Filter policies window “myNewPolicy” and check the small box to the 

left of the policy 
d. Click on "Attach policy" button. 
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More information on AWS IAM roles and policies can be found here: 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies_manage.html  

    More information on AWS IoT policies can be found here: 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/iot/latest/developerguide/authorization.html  

 

7.2 Configure and install Android application  
1. Prepare "AwsRemoteControlPreferences.properties" file with your AWS credentials.   

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies_manage.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/iot/latest/developerguide/authorization.html
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File is located at <SDK 
Folder>\boards\lpcxpresso55s69\aws_examples\remote_control_android\ 
AwsRemoteControlPreferences.properties 

 

Where do I obtain these parameters? See below: 

 
<REST API ENDPOINT>  
Your Thing’s Rest API Endpoint is located under your Thing’s “Interact” section: 

 

<COGNITO POOL ID>  
To obtain the Pool ID constant, select your Federated Entity Pool 
(https://console.aws.amazon.com/cognito/federated) and select "Edit identity pool" in the top 
right corner. Copy Identity pool ID (it will look like <REGION>:<ID>).  See below. 

https://console.aws.amazon.com/cognito/federated
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Make sure you select the whole ID, including the region. 
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The file should look like this: 

 

2. Locate the AWS Remote Control Android application (AwsRemoteControl.apk) under same 
SDK folder as “properties” file in 
 <SDK>\boards\lpcxpresso55s69\aws_examples\remote_control_android\AwsRemoteControl.apk 
Connect your Android device to your PC. Make sure you select to "File Transfer" instead of just 
charging in your android device.  

3. Drag & drop the AwsRemoteControlPreferences.properties and AwsRemoteControl.apk files to a 
known location in your Android device.  

4. Install the AwsRemoteControl.apk on the Android device. Application requires at least Android 
version 5.1 (Android SDK 22). 

5. Run the application. You will be asked to select a properties file with AWS IoT preferences. 
Browse to the dropped file (AwsRemoteControlPreferences.properties) and select it. Then 
application will establish MQTT connection to AWS server, download last state of thing's shadow 
and it will be ready for user input. 
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8. Test your new Skill and Android application 
Now that your setup is complete, you can test it with your LPCXpresso55S69 using the Android 
application and Alexa voice commands. 

8.1 Control the evaluation board using Android Application 
Verify that you can control the LED status and read Accelerometer data using the AWS Remote 
Control Android application 

  

8.2 Control the evaluation board using Alexa voice commands 
Verify that you can control the LED status and read Accelerometer using Alexa voice commands: 

“Alexa, ask my board to update the accelerometer” 
“Alexa, ask my board to turn the red LED on” 
“Alexa, ask my board to toggle the blue LED” 

 

Note: If you don't have an Echo device you can run your test using the Alexa application or the Alexa 
developer console -> Test (Skills -> myRemoteControlSkill -> Test). 
https://developer.amazon.com/alexa/console/ask  

https://developer.amazon.com/alexa/console/ask
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Note: If you ask the board to update the accelerometer data, it should be reflected in the android 
application. 

Now you can develop your own Skills and Lambda functions! 

9. LPC55S69 hardware acceleration for AWS demo 
The LPC55S69 MCU improves the mbedtls generic driver with some of the security features 
supported by the SoC and the SDK, refer to the /mbedtls/port/ksdk for further analysis of these 
features. 

HASHCRYPT module 

- AES (Advanced Encryption Standard)  

CASPER module 

- TLS ECP (Elliptic Curves over GF(P)) 
- RSA operations with public key  
- NIST P-256 operations 
- ECDSA sign/verify 
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